FARM WALL—A living wall garden, indoors or out!

Soilless production (hydroponic) provides healthy nutrients for your plants, it can bring your plants to harvest much more quickly than soil based vertical gardening systems. When done properly a vertical gardening system brings life to your walls, and cuts down on your grocery bill. The ZipGrow™ Farm Wall provides abundant harvests for many varieties of leafy greens and herbs. The recirculating system is lightweight & easily mounted on walls, fences or on the north wall of any green house.

A little about the Farm Wall design:

We work with a U.S based manufacturer to build the Farm Wall, we use only food safe PVC. The farm wall is made up of two rectangular gutters that hold the ZipGrow™ towers in place. The lower gutter serves as the sump for the system and holds water, nutrient solution and the Active Aqua400 pump. The upper gutter houses the plumbing and drip emitters. As part of the updated design, viewports have been cut into the upper gutter to allow for easier maintenance access and monitoring of the drippers. The towers can be easily taken in and out of the wall for planting, harvest, live sales and other adjustments. The wall is designed with rear-mounted brackets to easily clip in and out of the provided wall mounts. Each ZipGrow™ tower holds two media inserts which can be ZIPPED in and out of the towers for easy planting. Most Farm Walls are mounted outdoors in full or partial sunlight. The Farm Wall Light Kit (not included) provides supplemental lighting for indoor use or winter growing.